An Olin expert’s take on inflation. Plus, a cool innovation to ID mental disorders.

Olin News

Special prices for alumni
Olin and WashU at Brookings Executive Education offer more than 50 courses to enhance the education and careers of its participants. Olin alumni are now eligible for special pricing if they take courses in either location.

What to make of inflation
The news about inflation is better than some headlines suggest, says John Horn, a professor of practice in economics at Olin. The confusion comes from the way inflation is calculated.

A new tool for mental health
Professor Salih Tutun, a lecturer in data analytics, and his team took first place in an international research competition. Their research led to an innovation that can quickly identify common mental disorders, such as depression and anxiety.

Make Way for Aaron Samuels, BSBA ’11
Samuels describes the scholarship he received as “game-changing,” noting the juxtaposition of growing up “on the lower end of middle class” while also inhabiting a world of academic and knowledge privilege.
A big day

Nicolae Gârleanu, an expert on asset pricing, was installed as the H. Frederic Hagemann Jr. Professor of Finance at Olin during a ceremony May 8.

Lifelong Learning

Featured content for July

Join our highly experienced Olin Career Coaches to discuss the decision process and dynamics of deciding to stay in a current job or actively pursue a new one. Our coaches go over strategies and approaches for pursuing a new role while currently working in “Should I Stay or Should I Go? Considerations and Strategies for Approaching a Career Transition.”

Log in

To access Lifelong Learning at Olin, visit learn.WashU.online and log in using your WUSTL key.

Need help accessing your WUSTL key? Visit the help page on learn.WashU.online.

Events

7 AUG

“Olin Global Master of Finance Graduation”

22–23 SEP

“EMBA 40th Anniversary Celebration Weekend”

Find regional events in your area

Know someone who would be ideal for one of Olin Business School’s programs? Click here to refer a candidate so we can follow up. Or if you’re interested in continuing your business education, let us know.

Refer a Candidate